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The Chronicle
By Alice Loyd (through January 11, 2015)

ENERGY

As we enter 2015, we celebrate progress in clean energy technologies achieved in 2014, highlighting just
a few advances.

An emissions-free, natural gas power generation plant has reached the demonstration stage.
A 50MWt (megawatt; one megawatt-hour is 1 million Watt hours) plant that will be built in
Texas in 2016 will validate the world’s first natural gas power generation system that produces
no air emissions and includes full CO2 capture without requiring expensive, efficiency-reducing
carbon capture equipment. Exhaust exits the turbine and goes into a heat exchanger, which
then recycles the hot stream of carbon dioxide throughout the system, skipping the condensing
process and keeping the system at a higher pressure and temperature to retain efficiency. The
developer is NET Power of Durham, NC. Sources netpower.com and heraldsun.com

A power plant that gets its energy from wind and solar is approved for construction in San
Luis, Arizona. Solar Wind Energy Tower Inc.
plans to develop a $1.5 billion project that
would use ambient desert heat to create a
draft to generate electricity, in a concrete
tower that would be the tallest structure in
North America. The 2,250-feet project, which
resembles a nuclear plant’s cooling tower,
would be capable of generating at an
average rate of about 435 megawatt-hours
over the course of a year.

In the dry desert air, water would be injected
in a mist near the top of tower, causing the

http://www.netpower.com/news-posts/net-power-announces-launch-of-breakthrough-clean-power-project/
http://www.heraldsun.com/news/showcase/x761894486/Power-Shift-a-Durham-company-seeks-to-change-an-industry
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air to cool and gain density. The draft created by the sinking air would exceed 50 miles per hour
as it’s forced through a ring of turbines at the tower’s base. The descending air would be used
to drive a turbine that would generate electricity. In July and August, the Southwest’s hottest
and driest months, the plant could produce more than 1,200 megawatt-hours. Source
renewableenergyworld.com

Large-scale wave energy may help wind and solar provide base load capacity. New analysis
suggests that large-scale wave energy systems should be comparatively steady, dependable and
able to be integrated into the overall energy grid at lower costs than some other forms of
alternative energy, including wind power. The findings, published in the journal Renewable
Energy, confirm that wave energy will have fewer problems with variability than some energy
sources and that by balancing wave energy production over a larger geographic area, the
variability can be even further reduced. Sources sciencedaily.com and journals.elsevier.com

Here’s a building than can make rainwater safe to drink without adding chemicals. Bio-
concrete developed by Hungarian design firm IVANKA
is being be used for roof tiles that soften falling rain
and neutralize its ph. From there, the runoff is
directed through a series of stainless steel pipes that
remove more contaminants. Then the water is stored
in a cistern made of bio-concrete with a silver-
containing lining that discourages microbial growth.
The result is a water purification system that doesn’t
rely on added chemicals and could also help deal with
stormwater runoff in urban areas.

The technology can be added to an existing roof or incorporated into new designs and can be
customized for any size of building. It is applicable in any location that receives enough rain—
about half of the countries in the world. Sources fastcoexist.com and conservationmagazine.org

And here’s a man who can make a glacier—at low cost and requiring little maintenance.
Chewang Norphel diverts water coming
down the mountain into pipes or channels
and brings the water to a shady section of a
valley. There he builds a series of check
dams out of stones to slow and hold back
the water which then freezes at night.
Because it is in the shade the water will stay
frozen until the weather warms up in March
and then it is released into channels built to
distribute the water just in time for the
growing season. So far Chewang has built
twelve of his artificial glaciers in the Trans-
Himalaya region of India, helping more than

http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2014/04/solar-wind-wins-approval-for-1-5-billion-arizona-power-tower
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/01/150107140811.htm
http://www.journals.elsevier.com/renewable-energy/
http://www.ivanka.hu/
http://www.fastcoexist.com/welcome.html?destination=http://www.fastcoexist.com/3030070/this-house-uses-bioconcrete-to-turn-every-drop-of-rain-into-drinking-water
http://conservationmagazine.org/2014/10/this-entire-house-is-a-water-filter/
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10,000 people have drinking water and irrigation for crops. The largest is near the village of
Phuktsey and is about 1000 feet long and 150 feet wide with an average depth of 4 feet. This
glacier can supply enough water for the village of 700 people, and costs about $2,000 US.
Sources conservationmagazine.org and hydratelife.org

A new method for making ammonia, a vital constituent of conventional fertilizer, produces
the chemical directly from air, steam and sunlight. An alternative to the energy-intensive
Haber-Bosch method, it requires no fossil fuels and could enable developing countries to
manufacture their own fertilizer instead of importing it. Developed by Stuart Licht of George
Washington University and his colleagues, the process creates ammonia by bubbling steam into
a cheap molten salt mixed with nanoscale iron particles, and passing an electric current
through. Source scidev.net

A special nanowire cloth that traps body heat can help us reduce our reliance on conventional
energy sources. Nearly half of global energy consumption goes toward heating buildings and
homes, producing up to a third of the world’s total greenhouse gas emissions. Now researchers
reporting in the American Chemical Society’s journal Nano Letters have developed lightweight,
breathable mesh materials that are flexible enough to coat normal clothing, heating the
occupants without having to heat the space they occupy. Because the coatings are made out of
conductive materials, they can also be actively warmed with an electricity source to further
crank up the heat. Source acs.org

CLIMATE

In 2015, Pope Francis plans to issue an encyclical on climate change, give an address to the UN
General Assembly and call a summit of the world’s main religions in an effort to directly
influence next year’s crucial UN climate meeting in Paris. The papal letter will be addressed to
the world’s 5,000 bishops and 400,000 priests, affecting 1.2 billion Catholics. According to
Bishop Marcelo Sánchez Sorondo, an Argentinian who is close to the Pope, the purpose of the
rare and important official message and corollary actions will be “to make all people aware of
the state of our climate and the tragedy of social exclusion.” Source theguardian.com

In September 2014 in a widely cited article, two academics called for a “massive mobilization”
of public opinion by the Vatican and other religions to take action to protect the environment.
In his lecture Bishop Sorondo said the problems for the natural world have been exacerbated
by the fact economic activity is only measured according to gross domestic product that “does
not take into account the degradation of the earth” nor “the unjust inequalities between
countries and within countries.” He told the 175-year-old Catholic journal The Tablet: “The
Pope is very aware that the consequences of climate change affect all people, but especially the
poor. This is the moral consequence, the moral imperative.” Sources sciencemag.org/ and
thetablet.co.uk

Countries in northern Europe are leading in commitment to climate change goals. Denmark
intends to end the burning of fossil fuels by 2050, in transportation as well as in electricity

http://conservationmagazine.org/2014/10/diy-glaciers/
http://www.hydratelife.org/?page_id=941
http://www.scidev.net/global/agriculture/news/solar-ammonia-process-may-spur-fertiliser-revolution.html
http://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/pressroom/presspacs/2015/acs-presspac-january-7-2015/nanowire-clothing-could-keep-people-warm-without-heating-everything-else.html
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/dec/27/pope-francis-edict-climate-change-us-rightwing
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/345/6203/1457.summary
http://www.thetablet.co.uk/news/1385/0/pope-francis-to-publish-encyclical-on-climate-change-and-the-environment-next-year
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production. The Scandinavian country has developed and supported wind technology more
than any other country, and as a result gets more than 40 percent renewable power on its
electric grid, aiming toward 50 percent by 2020. Source nytimes.com

Norway will have a binding target for carbon neutrality by 2030 at the latest, with the emissions
reduction goal equaling 100 % of its own emissions environment. Its reduction goal by 2020 is
30% of its own 1990 emissions. Virtually all of its electricity comes from hydropower, which is
both cheap and clean, a fact that allows the country to give transportation a large role in its
emissions reduction plans. Norway gives huge subsidies to people who buy electric cars: they
are exempt from the sales taxes which, for conventional autos, are very high; the annual
registration fee is waived, as are tolls; drivers have access to less congested traffic lanes; and
electric car owners who drive for a living get an income tax deduction.

The subsidies, which amount to $8,200 per car per year, are scheduled to encourage prompt
action as they will end when 50,000 cars have been registered. It must be revealed that the
treasury that enables this generosity is the nation’s oil-enriched sovereign wealth fund. Sources
environment.no/Goals and greencarreports.com

Sweden has over 47 per cent renewable energy now, and by 2020 it aims to reduce GHG
emissions by 40 per cent compared with 1990, with at least half of the country’s energy from
renewables. The country plans to reach zero emissions of greenhouse gases by the year 2050.
Finland has adopted a reductions goal of 80 percent below their 1990 levels by 2050, to
become legally binding this year. Germans will soon be getting 30 percent of their power from
renewable energy sources. Many smaller countries have accomplished more, but Germany is by
far the largest industrial power to reach that level. Sources sweden.se, thinkprogress.org and
nytimes.com

The US is exporting emissions as it switches from coal to shale gas. Natural gas emits half as
much CO2 per mwh as coal. Between 2007 and 2012, US electricity generation from coal fell by
25% while the natural gas generation increased by 36%, thus cutting US emissions. Researchers
have found that over a five-year period from 2007-12, however, emissions from exported US
coal exceeds the savings from fuel switching in the US by more than 60 million tons. But if half
of that US coal is exported to the world market and burned elsewhere, all the US emissions
reductions are lost on the global scale. Source co2scorecard.org

Global warming is likely playing a bigger role than previously thought in dead zones. A new
study found more than a dozen ways climate change worsens the oxygen depletion that occurs
when fertilizer runoff clogs waterways with nutrients such as nitrogen and phosphorous. When
the water gets warmer, marine life’s metabolism increases, making them require more oxygen
just as the oxygen levels are already dropping. Other ways that climate change affects dead
zones include longer summers, ocean acidification and changing wind and current patterns. The
researchers looked at 476 dead zones worldwide—264 in the United States. Source business-
standard.com

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/11/science/earth/denmark-aims-for-100-percent-renewable-energy.html?_r=1
http://www.environment.no/Goals
http://www.greencarreports.com/
https://sweden.se/
http://thinkprogress.org/climate/2014/06/11/3447983/finland-climate-change-act-2050/
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/14/science/earth/sun-and-wind-alter-german-landscape-leaving-utilities-behind.html?_r=1
http://co2scorecard.org/home/researchitem/29
http://www.business-standard.com/article/pti-stories/study-global-warming-worsening-watery-dead-zones-114111001394_1.html
http://www.business-standard.com/article/pti-stories/study-global-warming-worsening-watery-dead-zones-114111001394_1.html
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Fossil fuel reserves will have to be left in the ground to prevent dangerous climate change. A
new study is the first to reveal which fuels from which countries would have to be abandoned
to keep global temperatures from rising past the 2o Centigrade mark that governments have
agreed is the standard. It was already known that there is about three times more fossil fuel in
reserves that could be exploited today than is compatible with the 2oC goal and over 10 times
more fossil fuel resources that could be exploited in future. The study also shows that
technology to capture and bury carbon emissions, touted by some as a way to continue
substantial fossil fuel use in power stations, makes surprisingly little difference to the amount
of coal, oil and gas deemed unburnable. Source theguardian.com

The authors show that the overwhelming majority of the huge coal reserves in China, Africa,
Russia and the United States should remain unused along with over 260 billion barrels of oil
reserves in the Middle East, equivalent to all of the oil reserves held by Saudi Arabia. The
Middle East should also leave over 60% of its gas reserves in the ground. All of Canada’s tar
sands and all of the Arctic’s oil and gas should be left where they lie. Source sciencedaily.com
Original study available for a short time through this link: www.nature.com/articles

TRANSPORTATION

Despite cheaper gas, more people are taking public transit. The American Public
Transportation Association reports that about 2.7 billion passenger trips were taken on transit
systems in the third quarter of 2014—an increase of 1.8 percent, or about 48 million trips, over
the year-ago period—the highest third-quarter number since the trade group’s records began
in 1974. Source nytimes.com

A new all-time sales record for plug-in vehicles for any one month was set in the US in
December 2014, with an estimated 12,874 EV’s being sold. The previous high month was May,
with 12,053 being sold. Overall 119,710 plug-in vehicles were sold for the year, good for a
23% increase from 2013 when 97,501 were purchased. Source http://insideevs.com

In the UK also there has been a surge in demand for ultra-low emission vehicles (ULEV), with
sales of plug-in hybrid cars increasing four-fold in 2014. New annual figures from the Society of
Motor Manufacturers and Traders have revealed that sales of alternatively-fueled vehicles
(AFVs)—including electric cars and hybrid—rose by 58% last year, with 51,739 new AFVs
registered. Source theguardian.com

Even with gas prices low these cars have sold well, but so have gas guzzlers. In the last three
months of 2014, sales of light trucks and SUVs rose, according to the National Auto Dealers
Association, 10.9 percent nationwide compared to the previous quarter. Low gas prices helped
push sales of Ford F-Series trucks to seven-year highs in 2014, according to Kelley Blue Book,
which analyzes vehicle pricing. Source billingsgazette.com

What has been hurt by falling gas prices is alternative fuels. Last year palm oil, the widest
distributed vegetable oil that is a source of biofuels, was $252 per ton cheaper than gas oil. It is

http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/jan/07/much-worlds-fossil-fuel-reserve-must-stay-buried-prevent-climate-change-study-says?CMP=ema_565
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/01/150107131401.htm
http://www.nature.com/articles
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/22/us/despite-cheaper-gas-public-transit-ridership-is-up-trade-group-reports.html?_r=0
http://insideevs.com/
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/jan/08/green-vehicle-demand-revs-up-uk-electric-car-sales-quadruple
http://billingsgazette.com/business/features/with-gas-falling-sales-of-suvs-trucks-rising/article_cc7664f6-8631-5a6e-aa59-9ace3c31caab.html
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now $121 a ton more expensive. Even with a bumper crop of corn in the US in 2014, ethanol
plants are lucky to have even a tiny profit margin. For its survival the sector will have to depend
on political support through legally mandated demand. Source ft.com

If you’re wondering whether the full-life cost of electric cars is really that good for the
environment, consider a recent study calculated grid-powered electric car emissions in twenty
countries. The specs are based on a full-electric vehicle, for example a Nissan Leaf, using the
2009 average fuel mix in each country. In coal heavy India, China, Australia and South Africa,
electric cars using grid power for electricity result in emissions like typical gasoline vehicles—in
the 25-30 MPGUS range. In the UK, Germany, Japan and Italy, electric cars emit emissions at a
rate similar to the best petrol hybrids, in the 45-50 MPGUS range. But in low-carbon supply
places like France, Brazil, Switzerland and Norway they, averaging well beyond 100 MPGUS for
equivalent emissions, are in a different league.

Electric cars are relatively new at a commercial scale and are dealing with issues of cost, range
and charging speed, each of which will be helped by improving batteries. Nevertheless,
researchers conclude, “Let’s not pretend that a gasoline vehicle can compete with an electric
car in terms of carbon emissions. It’s just not a contest.” Source shrinkthatfootprint.com

CES NEWS

CES to co-sponsor conference on “Seizing an Alternative: Toward an Ecological Civilization,”
Claremont, California, June 4-7, 2015.

The Center for Ecozoic Societies is now an official Co-Sponsor of the conference “Seizing an
Alternative: Toward an Ecological Civilization,” Claremont, California, June 4-7, 2015.

Herman Greene to co-lead Law Track of conference on “Seizing an Alternative: Toward an
Ecological Civilization.”

This conference features 82 tracks in twelve sections as described in the article on the
conference below. The law track falls within the “Social Thought” section. The current
description of this track is as follows:

Law Track Title: Law, Legal Theory, and Legal Practice

The Law Track will assess and evaluate the participation of law in the ecological
crisis and explore how relational philosophies and worldviews, including but not
limited to Whitehead’s process-relational thought, can be useful in critiquing the
current state of legal theory and practice and in offering constructive proposals
for reform.

Law Track Panels Organized to Date (February 19, 2015):

http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/22bbd5ba-975f-11e4-be9d-00144feabdc0.html#axzz3OXL4KZ4w
http://shrinkthatfootprint.com/electric-cars-green
http://www.ctr4process.org/whitehead2015/
http://www.ctr4process.org/whitehead2015/
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1. Talking about Law in a Process-Relational Context: Introducing who we are, why
we are here and sharing first thoughts on what we might accomplish – An
Introduction and Opening Conversation with Law Track Attendees. (Session organized
and facilitated by Herman Greene, Mark Modak-Truran & Howard J. Vogel, Law Track
Organizers.)

2. Process Thought and Legal Theory Currently, the panelists include: (1) Mark Modak-
Truran, J. Will Young Professor of Law, Mississippi College School of Law, (2) Kevin P.
Lee, Associate Professor of Law, Campbell University, Norman Adrian Wiggins School of
Law, (3) James MacLean, Associate Professor in International Criminal Law, Director,
Centre for Law, Ethics and Globalisation, University of Southampton Law School, and
(4) Robert P. Burns, Professor of Law, Northwestern University School of Law. (Session
organized by Mark Modak-Truran)

3. Franklin I. Gamwell’s Process Political Theory and Constitutional Law (Tentative
Title). This panel will focus on the implications of Franklin I. Gamwell’s work in process
political theory for re-imagining constitutional law by using Gamwell’s work as a
resource for that task. Currently, the panelists include: (1) Franklin I. Gamwell, Shailer
Mathews Distinguished Service Professor Emeritus of Religious Ethics, the Philosophy of
Religions, and Theology, The Divinity School of the University of Chicago, (2) Howard J.
Vogel, Professor Emeritus, Hamline University School of Law, (3) Mark Modak- Truran, J.
Will Young Professor of Law, Mississippi College School of Law, and (4) Robert P. Burns,
Professor of Law, Northwestern University School of Law. (Session organized by Mark
Modak-Truran)

4. How Protection of the Environment Requires Rethinking the Idea of Property This
panel will focus on the complex “idea of property” (as in legal theory and practice has
been described in Laura Underkuffler’s work) sets the stage for reframing property law
in light of the looming ecological crisis and the failure of environmental law to secure a
sustainable approach to working with Earth’s resources. Currently, the panelists
include: (1) Laura Underkuffler, Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and J. DuPratt
White Professor of Law, Cornell University Law School, and (2) Gerald Torres, Jane M.G.
Foster Professor of Law, Cornell University Law School. (Session organized by Howard J.
Vogel)

5. Legal Pluralism in a Globalized World: Re-imagining Dispute Systems as Relational
Worldmaking Practices A conversation with (1) Jayne Seminare Docherty, Professor
and Program Director, Center for Justice and Peacebuilding, Eastern Mennonite
University, and (2) Kenneth H. Fox, Professor and Director for Conflict Studies, Hamline
University, Senior Fellow, Dispute Resolution Institute, Hamline University School of
Law. (Session organized by Howard J. Vogel)
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6. The Rights of Nature. Many have advocated for the rights of nature. This proves to
be a very difficult concept to put into legal practice. Every human action has costs to
nature. Who “speaks” for nature”? What rights do the myriad details, species,
individuals, and systems of nature have? What are the relative rights among them and
between them and humans? Is “rights” a useful language for this subject? This is a
panel to evaluate how to give nature rights whether this term is used or not. (Session
organized by Herman Greene)

7. Earth Jurisprudence—Sources and Administration of: Globalization, Global
Governance, Nations, Corporations, Ecology (to be organized by Herman Greene). As
numerous reports have made clear, the distinctive challenge of our time is that the
ecological crisis is planetary. This calls for a planetary response at a time when some
say “corporations rule the world,” nation-states are ineffectual in addressing such
problems, the United Nations lacks coercive power, global treaties have not changed
the path of the deterioration of planetary ecosystems. What role does the “rule of
law” have to play in addressing the global ecological crisis? What would the sources of
such global laws be and how would they be administered? What is the role of multi-
national corporations in global ecological governance? What would it mean to have a
system of governance by which humanity would operate within planetary boundaries
and provide sufficiency for all (the “Safe Operating Space for Humanity”?) This is a
panel for creative thinking. (Session organized by Herman Greene)

8. “Seizing an Alternative” in Legal Theory and Legal Practice: Next steps? A Closing
Conversation, exploring with Law Track Attendees, where we might go from here in
light of the experience we have shared during our time together at the conference.
(Session organized and facilitated by Herman Greene, Mark Modak-Truran & Howard J.
Vogel, Law Track Organizers.)

Herman Greene to provide assistance in United Religions Initiative Environmental Leaders
Training, March 11-15, 2015, San Francisco.

The United Religions Initiative (URI) came into being on June 26, 2000 to “promote enduring,
daily interfaith cooperation, to end religiously motivated violence and to create cultures of
peace, justice and healing for the Earth and all living beings.” Bill Swing, who served as the
Episcopal Bishop of California for 26 years was the founder of URI. Cooperation Circles, each
involving at least three spiritual or religious traditions and each having some project of service
are the heart of URI. The Cooperation Circles are self-organizing, self-governing and self-
funding. They address, among other things, religiously motivated violence, environmental
degradation and poverty.

There are currently Cooperation Circles in 85 countries involving more than 500,000 people.
They range in size from the minimum of seven people to tens of thousands. New Cooperation
Circles are being created monthly.

http://www.uri.org/
http://www.uri.org/about_uri/global_council_trustees
http://www.uri.org/cooperation_circles
http://www.uri.org/cooperation_circles/create_a_cooperation_circle
http://www.uri.org/cooperation_circles/create_a_cooperation_circle
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The focus are for this year’s Circles of Light event to be held in San Francisco on March 14 is
“Global Greening from the Grassroots.” In connection with this event 15 leaders of
environmental cooperation circles from around the world—over 167 of URI’s Cooperation
Circles focus on the environment—will be brought to San Francisco for a training event led by
URI Staff and the Environmental Resource Cooperation Circle (ERCC) of which Herman Greene
is a part. The ERCC serves all of the environmentally oriented Cooperation Circles and the
training session will be oriented at developing a URI environmental network.

WINTER POEMS

FEBRUARY
By Katherine Savage
(February 17, 2015)

What was
a prodigious bower
of tendril, leaf, and pod,
snaps under my fracturing fingers
as I tidy the guide wires
to which they cleaved
in summer.

Dreams of immortality
are only for humans
who separate soul
from the stuff of which
we are all made.
And I am to practice
presence to this –
the only moment,
I’m told, I have.

Yet in my fingers
is evidence of the time
when seeds rose
to the warmth of a faithful
sun, and then stiffened
to its measured retreat.

In my body too,
this impulse
to rise and hope,

http://www.uri.org/get_involved/circles_of_light
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this memory
to fall
without despair.

AT THE GATE
By Katherine Savage
(January 4, 2015)

In the photo
I perch above the creek
at the edge
of wild woods.

Small hands –
these hands –
tucked in the bank,
intuiting obstacles,
making space.

Reflecting beauty,
being beauty
by engendering more.

Smiling because I know,

(no ophidiophobics yet whispering
in my ear.)

that in this gesture,

(Open the earth.
Entrust a seed.
Wonder. Wait.
See.)

I was fashioning the key
no human
would ever plunder from me
and I would use
again and again
to go back to Eden.
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ADDRESSING THE MASSES
Katherine Savage
(March 9, 2014)

The way in is the question.
Except when we cannot have
the answer which is our response.
What do you want.
What do you really want.
What can we do.
What should we do.
All questions eventuate
in a descent into deflection
as our options seep away.
And in our shrillness,
the unuttered answer
reverberates in our ears.

PSALM AFTER THE HOLOCAUST
By Bill Peck
(December 2013)

How can anyone make a joyful noise

Praising the mysterious power that

Guides the universe, depth calling unto

Depth, when so much fear pervades our time?

The first word can only be

Silence

Profound and unutterable---

Dark as the unbelievable pain

The second word is resilience

A capacity to slowly unravel

This bundle of deadly violence
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Spun tightly from bones and sinews

Of the countless twisted dead--

Bundle spun fiercely by humans

Mouthing shameless lies

Expressing their hatred of God

Let us call it self-hatred

A common task laid by life upon

All people to grow and never stop

Growing in their capacity for self-owning

Self-owning people in pain do not blame the other for their

disappointment and the Rage that leads inexorably to war--Only

generosity and empathy can repair

Our broken world and yet save us from the

New holocaust which each side—

Unconsciously, perhaps, expects from the other—

Instead may truth-telling yield its healing trumpet sound
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LYING FALLOW
By Bill Peck
(December 2009)

Sometimes when too many forces collide
Forming the ripples of a whirlpool
Threatening and exhausting
It is best to let the pained earth lie fallow

Not in neglect, but to allow a dive-back
From the surface empty and desolate
To a deeper aliveness where the earth refreshes itself
Through myriad healer-worms continuing to turn the field
Which the farmer had plowed and left it for fallow

Instead this is the most vital and essential
Phase of nature’s care for agrarian rhythms
That draw up depths of damp dark prolific
Soil teeming with life, warping it into a
Torrent of trillions of cells single and in bodies

Filled with a mighty longing
For survival, for meaning, and for joy

Likewise the human world of striving and action
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Turns empty and barren when uprooted
From the damp fertile vortex where the Holy Ghost
With heaving artistry forms the tendrils of a new earth

From which freshened visions of work and
Service, among people near and far can spring up

WINTER’S WRAP
By Herman Greene
(February 21, 2015)

Snow
Freezing rain
Rain frozen
Now a sheet of ice

More snow
Lubricating the ice
Down I go
On my tail
Do I have a tail?
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Dogs slipping
Cars slipping
Children sledding
And slipping

New snow
A winter wonderland
Evening falls
Wind blows
Snow flies from the trees
Is this new snow?
The night sky is clear.
So clear.

Daffodils
Caught in
The Siberian express

No reprieve
This February
Go away winter!

No stay.

How can winter’s wrap be
So cold . . .
And cozy?

“The earth,” “earth,” or “Earth?” WHAT SHOULD WE CALL OUR PLANET?
By Herman Greene

Should we call our planet “the earth,” “earth,” or “Earth”? Generally our planet should be called “Earth.”
Like the other planets, it should be capitalized and generally not be preceded by “the.” When earth
refers to soil, it should not be capitalized.

We don’t say, the Mars, and certainly not the mars, or the Venus or the Pluto. It is in keeping with the
Gaia theory that we think of Earth as having a kind of organic unity and therefore receive a personal
name. Earth is a subject.

Technically there was no Greek God name Earth. In Greece, the personification of Earth was Gaia, one of
the Greek primordial deities. According to Wikipedia: These deities are a group of gods from which all
others descend. They most notably include Uranus (Father Sky) and Gaia (Mother Earth), who preceded
the Titans, who themselves preceded the Olympians. In Roman mythology, Tellus or Terra Mater was a
goddess of Earth.
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Wikipedia gives this etymology of Earth:

The modern English word Earth developed from a wide variety of Middle

English forms, which derived from an Old English noun most often spelled eorðe. It has

cognates in every Germanic language, and their proto-Germanic root has been

reconstructed as erþō. In its earliest appearances, eorðe was already being used to translate

the many senses of Latin terra and Greek γῆ (gē): the ground, its soil, dry land, the

human world, the surface of the world (including the sea), and the globe itself. As

with Terra and Gaia, Earth was a personified goddess in Germanic paganism:

the Angles were listed by Tacitus as among the devotees of Nerthus and later Norse

mythology included Jörð, a giantess often given as the mother of Thor.

Originally, earth was written in lowercase and, from early Middle English, its definite sense

as “the globe” was expressed as the earth. By early Modern English, many nouns were

capitalized and the earth became (and often remained) the Earth, particularly when

referenced along with other heavenly bodies. More recently, the name is sometimes simply

given as Earth, by analogy with the names of the other planets.[40] House styles now

vary: Oxford spelling recognizes the lowercase form as the most common, with the

capitalized form an acceptable variant. Another convention capitalizes Earth when appearing

as a name (e.g. “Earth’s atmosphere”) but writes it in lowercase when preceded by the (e.g.

“the atmosphere of the earth”). It almost always appears in lowercase in colloquial

expressions such as “what on earth are you doing?”

The Online Etymology Dictionary, gives this derivation:

Old English eorþe ”ground, soil, dirt, dry land; country, district,” also used (along
with middangeard) for “the (material) world, the abode of man” (as opposed to the heavens or
the underworld), from Proto-Germanic ertho (cognates: Old Frisian erthe ”earth,” Old
Saxon ertha, Old Norse jörð, Middle Dutch eerde, Dutch aarde, Old High German erda,
German Erde, Gothic airþa), from extended form of PIE root er- (2) “earth, ground” (cognates:
Middle Irish -ert ”earth”). The earth considered as a planet was so called from c.1400.

IMBOLC

Thomas Berry calls for intimate rapport with Earth community and for celebrating the grand
liturgy of the universe. He says that no viable mode of human presence on the planet will
take place until this happens. We look for ancient and new ways to accomplish this. For many
Celtic spirituality has become a primary resource. In this section of this Musings we look at
two celebrations of “Imbolc.”

Imbolc, February 1, is the Celtic cross-quarter holiday that falls halfway between Winter
Solstice and Spring Equinox. Also known as Groundhog/Bear Day, this holiday honors

the rebirth of spirit in us and in nature.

http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Appendix:Proto-Germanic/er%C3%BE%C5%8D
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth#cite_note-oedearth-46
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IMBOLC 2015 REFLECTIONS
Hakima Betty Lou Chaika,
Coordinator of the Ziraat Circle, Rose Heart Sufi Community 

At Imbolc we call back the sun and call forth the transformative flame of Brigid, the Celtic Goddess of
healing, inspiration and creativity, as the natural world begins to awaken from its dream of hibernation.
Embodied ritual opens us to the possibility of experiencing something ancient from our tribal souls and
something new from the Divine Mystery. We celebrate the Divine Feminine and the Bear in nature,
psyche, and myth. We experience these archetypal energies and images of renewal through sacred
story, meditation, seasonal craft, slideshow, creative sharing, Dances of Universal Peace and live music.

We began our recent celebration in Chapel Hill with a symbolic pilgrimage, with drumming, through the
woods to honor spring’s re-awakening of the land. Around the outdoor fire we called to the Spirits of the
Directions with Sancta’s Elements Invocation on tambourines and danced Thunder Beings together.

Then we purified at the beautiful elements altars (Earth, Air, Fire, and Water). Here is the Fire Altar:

We made birdseed mandalas to take home, infusing them with our prayers, and hung them on the Tree
of Life sculpture as offerings to the air spirits. We also decorated shimmering candle cups that would
later receive Brigid/St. Brigid’s eternal flame, lit from her center in Kildare, Ireland.
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Bear cubs in Pocosin Lakes National Wildlife Refuge

Viewing images, we learned the story of Brigid, as the Celtic Divine Feminine and her Sacred
Landscape. We honored the native Bears of our coastal and mountain bioregions, for which we
are so thankful, and the Spirit of Bear, which preceded the Groundhog, as symbols of hibernation
and emergence, death and rebirth, the renewal of nature and our souls. We saw images of the
Offering Tree, the Holy Well, the Perpetual Flame, and the Sacred Earth—Brigid’s Green Mantle-
-in the context of the mythic Irish landscape, where there is a great resurgence of the
compassionate power of the feminine at this time.

A ceremonial procession to the Shrine of Brigid followed, accompanied by live meditative
guitar. At the altar participants received blessings of her sacred holy well waters . . . May you be
healed and refreshed in body, mind and spirit from the wellspring of the Great Mother . . . from
her sacred flame of inspiration, May Brigid’s flame illuminate your heart . . . and from her green
mantle, placed around the shoulders, May you be held and protected under the mantle of the
Great Mother.
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As the cups, now burning with the sacred flame, were each placed on the sunwheel, the light
grew brighter and brighter until, finally, the central candles were lit and the sunwheel was spun
to call back and welcome the returning Sun, with us as participants in this great cosmic cycle.

The flames of creativity shone brightly as celebrants gathered around the sun-fire and shared
their wonderful songs, poetry, music, and inspiring stories.

Then we feasted to lively Irish music played by members of the High Strung jam.
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We ended the celebration by dancing our prayers, circling together in community: Be melting
snow, wash yourself of yourself . . . Light and fire and spirit . . . Om mani padme hum . . . I am
opening up in sweet surrender, to the luminous love-light of the One . . . May the circle be open,
yet unbroken, may the peace of the Goddess be ever in your heart . . . .

A big thank you to the celebrants and dancers, and to all who shared their talents with us and
to all who helped the event flow so smoothly. For a flyer announcing the next Spirit and Nature
cross-quarter events, Beltane (May 2), Lughnasa (August 5), Samhain (October 31), email
blchaika@earthlink.net.

CELTIC CYCLES AS A MANDALA FOR INDIVIDUATION
Sunday Salon: February 1, 2015
Presented by Ann Loomis
Reviewed by Marilyn McNamara

Groundhog Day can be a reminder and an invitation to all of us that facing one’s shadow can be
a winter task of importance. Seasoned workshop presenter and author of a new book, Celtic
Cycles: Guidance from the Soul on the Spiritual Journey, Ann Loomis gently challenged us
along these lines.

Ann reminded us how ancient such a tradition is by placing Groundhog Day within the Celtic
Vision of the Wheel of the Year, with its focus on the winter and summer solstices and the
spring and autumn equinoxes. Ann reminded us that we can use these markers to relate more
intimately to the natural world; she also emphasized that we can further refine our attunement
to the natural world by noting the Celtic cross-quarter dates between the big seasonal shifts.
These are:

• Imbolc, February 1

• Beltane, May 1

• Lughnasadh/Lammas, August 1

• Samhain (following our Halloween), November 1.

Honoring the Celtic Imbolc, which is also St. Brigit’s Feast Day, Ann asked each participant to
identify and reflect on four shadow issues. With Brigit as a metaphorical midwife, we then
placed these issues as seeds in a circle representing the year to come. Next, Ann invited

mailto:blchaika@earthlink.net
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attendees to work with a designated Power Animal and to dialogue with this ally about the hard
and challenging task of addressing these shadow aspects of ourselves. In this context, Ann went
on to review the plot summary of the fairy tale, Beauty and the Beast, the beast as our
identified shadow aspects and Beauty as the tender part of ourselves attending to shadow.
Hopefully, their revitalized relationship will result in some new soul life in those who carefully
attend to this work.

CELTIC CYCLES: GUIDANCE FROM THE SOUL ON THE SPIRITUAL JOURNEY
By Ann Loomis

Ann Loomis is the author of Celtic Cycles: Guidance from the Soul on the Spiritual Journey.

This book realigns the soul’s wisdom with the rhythms and creatures of the natural world. As
with some animals, the soul is in danger of
extinction if we do not find a way to listen
to its guidance. Writings of Carl Jung on
the feminine principle illuminate our
understanding of the soul and bring clarity
to the conversation. What sets Celtic
Cycles apart from other books on the Celtic
tradition is the addition of the chakra
system to the eight Celtic celebrations. In
this way, the various levels of the soul
body are honored as a vessel of spiritual
wisdom. The colors of the rainbow
spectrum enliven the bodies and
contribute to healing at the soul level. In
each ritual section, you will learn how to
use a guided meditation; write a dialogue
with a spirit animal; interact with a fairy
tale; set up an altar; and create
affirmations. Formatted in workbook style,
Celtic Cycles is designed to lead you on a
spiritual journey that comes from the
guidance of your soul

Published by Balboa Press (2014). Available from Amazon and other vendors.
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EDUCATION AND EVENTS

MEADOW ACROSS THE CREEK: WORDS FROM THOMAS BERRY
CHAPEL HILL, NORTH CAROLINA, CHURCH OF RECONCILIATION
FRIDAY, APRIL 17, 2015, 7:00-9:00 PM
CONTACT ecozoicsocieties@gmail.com

Script and Recitation: Andrew Levitt
Music for Solo Cello and Guitar: Scott Walker

“The Meadow Across the Creek: Words from Thomas Berry” is a performance piece in Thomas
Berry’s own lyrical and inspiring words. Growing up in Greensboro, North Carolina, Thomas
Berry had a “Meadow across the Creek” experience when he was eleven years old that became
a touchstone for his life and work. Mirroring this moment of mystical rapport in childhood,
Thomas’s prose and poetry invite others into a deep presence to Earth and cosmos.

When asked how we might serve the children at this time, Thomas would say, “Tell them a
story.” Any encounter with Thomas Berry was an encounter with the story of the universe as a
great story encompassing vast reaches of time and space and also as an intimate story about
you and me and him and the bluebird singing in the dogwood this very moment. In his presence
one sensed the beauty of every aspect of life on Earth; one felt the wonder of the extraordinary
in every ordinary element of being; and one experienced our intimate kinship with all beings
with whom we share Earth. When he spoke one was inspired by a sense of the place of the
human in the story of the unfolding of time in the universe and by the moment of shared
presence with a fern unfolding in springtime at one’s feet. In his own words we can hear again
how Thomas wove the immediate into the grandeur of things, and how he heard each note in
time for its contribution to the unfinished symphony of the cosmos.

This work premiered on November 7, 2014, at the Greensboro Historical Museum as part of the
city-wide Thomas Berry Centennial. Here’s what people are said:

“The performance was absolutely wonderful! Thank you so much for that hour’s powerful
experience.”

~ Tom Droppers

“What a wonderful evening. It was a beautiful reverie! Andrew and Scott did a superb job. I was
so struck by how I felt Thomas Berry was telling his story.”

~ Mary Hartsell

Andrew Levitt holds a BA in English from Yale University and a PhD in Folklore from the
University of Pennsylvania. He trained as a mime with Marcel Marceau and with Paul J. Curtis at
The American Mime Theatre. In his career life, he has worked with silence and words. He
performed and taught mime professionally for over thirty years. He then helped found the high
school at the Emerson Waldorf School in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, where he taught

mailto:ecozoicsocieties@gmail.com
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Humanities and directed theater for seven years. As Dr. Merryandrew, he currently works as a
cosmic clown in the Pediatric unit at Moses Cone Memorial Hospital.

Scott Walker has taught strings in the Greensboro area for over 30 years. Scott plays fiddle,
guitar and cello, and founded The Walker Family Band in 2002, which has delighted audiences
throughout the Southeast with a distinctive take on traditional styles. His career has been
dedicated to teaching young musicians in a variety of public and private schools, and as a
private instructor of Suzuki music technique on cello and violin. Scott’s love of traditional Irish
fiddle tunes resulted in the founding of Walker Street Fiddlers in 2009.

THOMAS BERRY AND SOCIAL JUSTICE
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL
SATURDAY, APRIL 11, 2015
CONTACT aescobar@email.unc.edu

The Relationality Seminar of the Carolina Seminars Program of the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill will host Herman Greene for a two-hour presentation and conversation on his
forthcoming book, The Promise of Ecological Civilization. Exact times and location to be
determined.

SEIZING AN ALTERNATIVE: TOWARD AN ECOLOGICAL CIVILIZATION
CLAREMONT, CALIFORNIA, JUNE 4-7, 2015
REGISTER NOW http://www.ctr4process.org/whitehead2015

Consider whether mutually enhancing human-Earth relations and social justice depend on
civilizational change? If you believe this is true, then this conference may be for you. No
conference has ever taken on this issue with the intensity of this one.

The conference will have twelve sections:

• The Threatening Catastrophe: Responding Now

• An Alternative Vision: The Philosophy of Alfred North Whitehead

• Alienation from Nature: How It Arose

• Reenvisioning Nature: Reenvisioning Science

• Ecological Civilization

mailto:aescobar@email.unc.edu
http://www.ctr4process.org/whitehead2015
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• Reimagining and Reinventing the Wisdom Traditions—World Loyalty

• Reimagining and Reinventing the Wisdom Traditions—Spirituality

• Reimagining and Reinventing Education

• Reimagining and Reinventing Bodily-Spiritual Health

• Reimagining and Reinventing Social Thought

• Reimagining and Reinventing Culture

• The Transformative Power of Art

Within these sections will be 82 tracks
http://www.ctr4process.org/whitehead2015/program/tracks/

Over 800 people will make presentations or participate on panels within these tracks—if you
wish to be one of them contact head of track to inquire about participating or presenting in a
track, or contact andrew@ctr4process.org. In addition hundreds of additional people will come
as non-presenter attendees, anyone may come.

The plenary speakers will be

• Bill McKibben

• Sheri Liao

• Vandana Shiva

• John B. Cobb, Jr.

• Herman E. Daly
• Wes Jackson

• David Ray Griffin

• Harvey Cox

THE FOUR VIRTUES: PRESENCE, HEART, WISDOM, CREATION—A DAY WITH TOBIN HART
GREENSBORO, NORTH CAROLINA, HOLY TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH
SATURDAY, APRIL 25, 2015, 10:00 AM – 3:00 PM
ONLINE REGISTRATION http://www.beholdnature.org/fourvirtues.php

Please join us for a day with Tobin Hart, based on
his book The Four Virtues: Presence, Heart,

Wisdom, Creation.

Co-sponsored by The Center for Education, Imagination

and the Natural World

and The Servant Leadership School of Greensboro

10:00 am – 3:00 pm

Place: Sanctuary, Holy Trinity Episcopal Church

607 North Greene Street

Greensboro, NC 27401

Cost: $55 (includes lunch)

http://www.ctr4process.org/whitehead2015/program/tracks/
mailto:andrew@ctr4process.org
http://www.beholdnature.org/fourvirtues.php
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We know that what is essential is not merely more computing or purchasing power, more facts
to be memorized, a script to follow, or simply something to believe in. Instead, the essentials are
inner capacities and qualities that are activated-switched on and embodied. These inner powers
open consciousness and thus enable us to meet the world deeply. The world opens and is
revealed to us to the extent that we can open to it. This is a kind of physics of the unfolding mind.

These virtues are not beliefs or commandments or anything of that sort. Instead, these are
dynamic human qualities that appear essential for a life of flourishing, fulfillment, and integrity.
In order to tap the depths of our humanity, we have to embody these powers. In other words,
these four virtues can only be grown from the inside out and then enacted in our interaction with
the world. These become inner arts and inner technologies. Although they never guarantee it,
they make it possible to bring our deepest life within reach.

These capacities help open the aperture of consciousness so that we may meet the world deeply
from a deep place within. That’s what this is all about: deep to deep.

Tobin Hart, PhD, is author of From Information to Transformation, The Secret Spiritual World of
Children, The Four Virtues and The Integrative Mind: Transformative Education for a World on
Fire. He serves as a professor of psychology at the University of West Georgia, as well as
cofounder and president of the ChildSpirit Institute, a nonprofit educational and research hub
exploring the spirituality of children and adults. His work integrates spirituality, psychology, and
education.

LYNICE PINKARD
UNITED CHURCH OF CHAPEL HILL AND PICKARDS MOUNTAIN ECO-INSTITUTE, MAY 15-17. 2015

Lynice Pinkard was recently featured in Sun Magazine in an article entitled “Dangerous Love:
Reverend Lynice Pinkard on the Revolution Act of Living the Gospels.” She is the author of
“Revolutionary Suicide: Risking Everything to Transform Society and Live Fully,” which appeared
in Tikkun. Issues of environment and ecology cannot be separated from issues of social justice.
Ms. Pinkard speaks powerfully on the justice issues related to global capitalism, race, imperialism,
gender identity and inclusive community.

She will give a public lecture at United Church of Chapel Hill on Friday, May 15th, and a lecture at
the Adult Assembly at this church on Sunday, May 17th at 10:00 am. On Saturday, May 16, she
will speak and lead a workshop at Pickards Mountain Eco-Institute. On the evening of Sunday
May 17th, she will lead a worship service at St. Paul A.M.E.

CES is a co-sponsor of these event. More details soon.

http://thesunmagazine.org/issues/466/dangerous_love
http://thesunmagazine.org/issues/466/dangerous_love
http://www.tikkun.org/nextgen/revolutionary-suicide-risking-everything-to-transform-society-and-live-fully
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NORTH CAROLINA CELEBRATES ALDO LEOPOLD
HISTORIC YATES MILL COUNTY PARK, RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA
SATURDAY, MARCH 7, 2015 9:00 AM – 4:00 PM
CONTACT humanearthrestoration@gmail.com

“We must teach the children to see the land, to understand what they see; and enjoy what they
understand.”

~ Aldo Leopold

Co-Sponsored by Leopold Foundation; Historic
Yates Mill County Park; and Center for Human-

Earth Restoration

9:00 am – 4:00 pm
Historic Yates Mill County Park

4620 Lake Wheeler Road
Raleigh, North Carolina

The following are free and open to all:

• Fishing (license required)

• Stream activities

• Nature Writing

• Leopold Education project

• Tree ID Hike

• Park Hikes

• Children’s Scavenger Hunt

• Other nature activities

For information email:
humanearthrestoration@gmail.com

Phone: 919-270-8876

STUDY OF ALFRED NORTH WHITEHEAD’S PROCESS AND REALITY
BEGINNING JUNE 2015
CONTACT ecozoicsocieties@gmail.com

A one-year study of Alfred North Whitehead’s Process and Reality will begin in June 2015. A group
will meet monthly in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. We are considering ways in which people could
participate in this study in an online course.

Whitehead gives a philosophy of organism. His book, Process and Reality, is considered one of
the most important philosophical texts of the 20th century. It provides an undergirding philosophy
for an ecological worldview.

mailto:humanearthrestoration@gmail.com
mailto:humanearthrestoration@gmail.com
mailto:ecozoicsocieties@gmail.com
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CES is a sponsor of this course. Contact ecozoicsocieties@gmail.com, if you are interested in
participating.

BECOME A MEMBER, MAKE A DONATION, VOLUNTEER

Your support of CES through becoming a member or making a donation is important. Benefits
of membership include a subscription to our print publication, The Ecozoic, and discounts to
CES events. Membership is on a calendar year basis. Memberships received after November 1
of a calendar year count as membership for the following calendar year.

You may become a member at http://www.ecozoicsocieties.org/membership/. Or, you may
send a letter to CES at 2516 Winningham Road, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27516, USA, with
your contact information (name, address, email and phone) and dues. Dues for regular
membership is US$35 (individual or family). You may become a sustaining member of CES for
US$135 each year or by paying $5 or more monthly through an automatic payment service.
Alternately you may become a member (and pay by credit card or PayPal) by contacting us at
ecozoicsocieties@gmail.com. CES also accepts members who pay lesser dues or no dues.

* * * * *

COPYRIGHT
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